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Manufacturers make gains by automating the sawing process

PUSHING 
AUTOMATION



If stock material were perfect and 
at the exact lengths needed for 
finished parts, there wouldn’t be 
much need for optimization in the 

sawing industry. However, nonferrous 
metal is often flawed with mars, forklift 
stabs, dents, scuffs, band marks from 
packaging or anodized defects.

Fortunately, a software program 
created by TigerStop LLC that works in 
conjunction with a fully automated saw 
system calculates how the operator can 
make the most out of his stock material 
while cutting out imperfections.

The saw operator simply makes marks 
around the defects with a bright 
orange UV “Crayon,” and the marks are 
picked up by a sensor in the TigerSaw 
2000, an automated saw station from 
TigerStop. The software determines 
how much material will be discarded 
and optimizes the cut list so there 
is minimal scrap at the end of the 
process. 

Simon Spykerman, director of 
marketing at TigerStop, says company 

representatives have noticed that the 
tall piles of scrap at their customers’ 
facilities have dwindled down to almost 
nothing after using the optimization 
system. That’s because the operator 
makes use of remnants or usable scrap 
pieces in future cut lists. The software 
tracks the remnants and can feed them 
through a cut list for optimization. The 
software also allows for accurately cut 
parts the first time around so no scrap 
waste is produced. 

“A great deal of scrap waste is entirely 
usable material, but the labor required 
to track those remnants and determine 
how to best make use of them in cut 
lists takes too much time and energy,” 
says Spykerman of the manual method.

While the saw increases throughput 
dramatically, “you still have to load it,” 
he says.

AUTOMATED LOADING 
And therein lies the problem with many 
sawing applications. The automated 
saws go through cut lists so quickly the 
operator is stuck at the saw continually 

TigerStop’s new auto loader can work with a variety of 
material geometries, including square tubes.

loading pieces when he could be 
performing additional value-added 
tasks in the shop, such as sorting 
finished parts. 

Therefore, the logical next step 
for TigerStop was to produce an 
automated loader to work with the 

TigerSaw 2000, which is something 
that’s been available to the European 
market through TigerStop’s Holland 
plant.

It wasn’t until recently when an 
Australian customer became interested 
in the automated loader, called the 
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TigerFeeder Automatic Infeed Station, 
that the company’s headquarters in 
Vancouver, Wash., adopted the auto 
loader technology and built its first 
model stateside. According to Jack 
Ragan, vice president of sales at 
TigerStop, the Australian customer 
needed a sawing solution that would 
cut five types of material at a greater 
production speed, leading the company 
to order the TigerSaw 2000 with the 
auto loader.

TigerStop rolled out the beta version 
of the auto loader at Fabtech 2016. 
Spykerman says the company received 
positive feedback and plenty of interest 
at the trade show, and after a few 
changes, the unit is now hitting the 
market. The first auto loader shipped 
out to Australia in late February. 

DOGS AND CAPACITY
Anyone familiar with automated loading 
systems is probably also familiar with 
the term “dogs.” The loading station 
dogs – the triangular pieces of the 
loading station like those shown on the 
opening image of this article – work 

with steel cross bracing to push material 
forward in a synchronized fashion. 

This ensures material stays straight 
while it is being fed through the 
saw. The dogs also retract, allowing 
pneumatic cylinders to cycle back 
and forth, advancing the next piece of 
material.

Currently, the auto loader is set up to 
handle five 100-lb. pieces at a time. 
The auto loader comes in sections (or 
stations), allowing customers to add up 
to seven to their sawing operation for 
3,500 lbs. of total weight. Each station 
can handle a variety of material from 4 
ft. to 30 ft. in length. 

Payden Davidson, trade show 
coordinator for TigerStop, notes the 
operator can adjust loading speed, 
which helps when working with 
different material weights. 

REDUCING LABOR
One of the main draws for the loading 
station, on top of better throughput, is 
that it frees up an operator. Davidson 

Utilizing TigerStop’s 
automated stop system 
takes an operator’s setup 
time from a minute down 
to seconds.
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says normally, the sawing operation 
requires one operator to mark defects 
as they load single pieces of material. 
Meanwhile, a second operator sorts cut 
pieces at the end of the sawing process. 

Being able to load and mark five 
pieces of material at a time requires 
less labor, taking a two-man operation 
down to one. A single operator can 
load the system and work on sorting 

finished pieces as the saw is processing 
material. 

“When you can have just one guy 
doing both sides,” he says, “that’s ideal.”

KNOWING WHEN TO 
AUTOMATE
Small to medium-sized shop owners 
working with manual sawing processes 
might experience seasonal surges 

Each station is powered by pneumatic cylinders that can push up to 
five pieces of material weighing up to 100 lbs. per piece.

TigerStop’s Payden Davidson readies the fully automated 
sawing solution for a demonstration.
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that push them to the limit of their 
productivity capabilities, piquing their 
interest in automation. But Spykerman 
says that knowing when to automate 
really boils down to a question of 
risk – how much is the manufacturer 
currently tolerating? 

For example, risk is associated with 
miscuts, rework and spending too 
much time on specific processes. 
Manual processes put quality at risk 

Call TODAY to set up 
a DEMONSTRATION 
at your work site!

AL100U-02
TUBE & PIPE

GRINDER/NOTCHER
50514 EC

IRONWORKER

SUP-500 NF
NONFERROUS UPCUT
CIRCULAR COLD SAW

Best-in-the -Business 
WARRANTY !

You can count on 
accuracy of +/- .006!

More options and accessories keep costs 
down and productivity and profits up!

DEPENDABILITY! DEPENDABILITY! 

VERSATILITY! VERSATILITY! 

QUALITY! QUALITY! 
American manufacturer and importer 
of quality machinery.

GUARANTEED!

PRECISION! PRECISION!

Call Toll Free 1-800-843-8844 or Call Direct 605-859-2542  •  Fax 1-800-843-5545  or  605-859-2499 
www.scotchman.com    •    info@scotchman.com    •    Scotchman Industries Inc., P.O. Box 850, Philip, SD  57567  

THE SOLUTION PREFERRED 
BY METAL FABRICATORS!

LEASING
AVAILABLE

at every corner. The argument can be 
made that a craftsman or artisan relies 
on archaic and manual processes for 
their line of work, but for production 
facilities, throughput is important, 
and many find the need to automate 
becoming quite urgent.

Manufacturers working with manual 
processes are probably also using a 
tape measure. Spykerman says many 
manufacturers attest to the fact that 

https://usmetalworkingsourcebook.com/
http://www.scotchman.com/


and adjustment of stops, takes an 
operator’s setup time from a minute 
down to seconds. Additionally, the 
return on investment exceeds the 
$25,000 saved on measuring stops. 
Spykerman says that when customers 
automate existing machinery and 
replace manual stops, they get 
computer-controlled accuracy, which 
means there are no mistakes on part 
lengths, and no loss due to scrap.

TIGERSTOP LLC

few new employees actually know how 
to read a tape measure, just another 
factor of the skills gap. 

Spykerman notes that a fabrication 
shop might have processes that 
include cutting, measuring, drilling, 
punching and boring, which have a 
number of repetitive and simple steps 
where mistakes can easily occur. Even 
when mistakes are absent, there is a 
time element that leads to big costs in 
the end. Automation takes the human 
error element out of the equation.

Spykerman notes that if an operator 
were to set a stop 120 times a day 
at one minute per stop, they would 
spend two hours out of their workday 
on this task. If the operator makes 
$50 an hour, that’s $25,000 a year 
measuring and adjusting stops. There 
is also added waste that needs to 
be accounted for where errors are 
concerned, which eats up more time 
and causes more scrap.

Utilizing TigerStop’s automated stop 
system, which does all the measuring 

“A great deal of scrap waste 
is entirely usable material, 
but the labor required to 
track those remnants and 
determine how to best make 
use of them in cut lists takes 
too much time and energy.” 

Simon Spykerman, director of 
marketing, TigerStop LLC

Since 1985, MetalMizer has been committed 
to providing you with high-quality, low-cost, 
space-saving solutions for your metal cutting 
needs. Built in the USA, MetalMizer bandsaws 
were invented by 
a manufacturer 
for manufacturers 
and are priced 
for profitability to 
see a return on 
investment quickly. 

Whether you are a startup 
operation, own a small job 
shop, run a busy tool room at 
a large factory, or supply big automotive or 
aerospace companies, MetalMizer equipment 
will withstand years of quality cutting with 
minimal maintenance. Visit online or 
contact your MetalMizer Representative 
today for more information.
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Green. 
In more ways than one.

  

Also depend on the                        blade to meet your high-quality metal sawing needs.   METAL  

MetalMizer MV2300

800.522.5097  metalmizer.com

FEATURES:

• 18" horizontal, 20" vertical cutting capacity

• Powered 0 to 45 degree tilting saw head

• Adjustable 0 to 3 degree forward tilt

• Auto speed adjustment with presets

• Convenient rotating control panel arm

• 30% less overall machine depth than competitive saws

• Made in the U.S.A.

"The reliability, low-maintenance, ease of set-up, flexibility, 
and small footprint are key attributes of MetalMizer." 

 —Steve Lang 
Commercial Tube Processing Corporation

TILTING 
SAW HEAD!
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